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Information for Contributors
PUBLIC HEALTH REPORTS welcomes from any
source all contributions of value to public health.
Most of the readers of Public Health Reports are

practicing public health officials. About 10 per¬
cent of the monthly circulation of Public Health
Reports goes overseas. About half of the domestic
circulation goes to Federal, State, and local govern¬
ment agencies concerned with health and related
interests. A quarter goes to institutions ac-

credited for teaching in health and related fields, to

teachers, and to libraries. The journal also reaches
research institutions, hospitals, and professional and
voluntary public health organizations.

Tearsheets. In lieu of reprints, senior authors are

provided with 50 to 100 sets of tearsheets after
publication. Associate authors receive a smaller
number.

Manuscript review. Manuscripts submitted for
publication are reviewed by technical experts, and
authors are given the benefit of their comments be¬
fore type is set. Authors also receive edited type-
scripts for approval and are given the opportunity to

correct galley proofs. Authors are responsible for
the accuracy and validity of all material, including
tables, charts, and references. Special editorial as¬

sistance in preparing or revising manuscripts is
available on request, to the limit of staff resources.

Manuscripts are reviewed with the understanding
that they have not been committed for publication
elsewhere. Appropriate information should be pro¬
vided if a paper has been given or is prepared for
presentation at a meeting.

Manuscript form. Authors will facilitate review
and publication if they submit an original and three
carbon copies of their manuscripts. All copy
should be typed double spaced, and each page should
end with a completed paragraph. Of course, several
paragraphs may appear on a typed page.

References should be given in the style used by
Public Health Reports.

Footnotes should be worked into the text or offered
as supplemental items.

Authors are expected to recognize scientific con¬

tributions by those who have assisted in their papers
only if such contributions warrant mention in the
text or in the paragraph identifying the authors. It
is not the policy of Public Health Reports to publish
"acknowledgments."
Synopses. To facilitate secondary publication,

Public Health Reports publishes synopses of selected
papers, principally research studies. Authors are

requested to submit with appropriate papers a synop-
sis of not more than 200 words. The staff will sup¬
ply on request information on preparation of
synopses.
Secondary publication. Secondary publication

of articles in Public Health Reports is provided in
various abstracting journals. Articles are also in-
dexed in the annual Cumulated Index Medicus
(Ameriean Medical Association), the monthly Index
Medicus (National Library of Medicine), the Engi¬
neering Index, the Hospital Literature Index, and
the biannual supplements to the Cumulative Index
to Nursing Literature.
Bound copies. Librarians and others should

preserve their copies for binding, as the Public
Health Service does not supply bound copies.
Indexes are published each year in the December
issue.

PUBLIC HEALTH MONOGRAPHS, edited and is¬
sued by Public Health Reports, must be submitted
through constituent agencies of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare.
Most Public Health Monographs are placed on

sale by the Superintendent of Documents; series
subscriptions are not available. Monographs are
not included in subscription to Public Health
Reports.
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